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There is limited information concerning the disparities between soil and plant tissue 
testing laboratories. Soil and plant tissue analyses are crucial to determining nutrient applications 
for agricultural field crops. Accurate fertility inputs improve crop production and long-term 
agricultural sustainability. The over application of nutrients can potentially decrease yields and 
reduce profits. A study was established in 2016 at Louisiana State University at Alexandria 
(LSUA) in Alexandria, Louisiana to 1) assess and compare soil and plant tissue nutrient values, 
ratings and recommendations between research and commercial laboratories for field corn (Zea 
mays) and soybean (Glycine max), and 2) compare crop response and yields between the 
different recommendations provided by each laboratory. A survey was also conducted to identify 
soil and plant tissue testing procedures and methods followed by local growers. The majority of 
growers perform soil tests and do so regularly, while plant tissue analyses are conducted less 
often than soil. For fertility questions and recommendations, the option ‘other’ was most selected 
by responders, while the second option was equal between LSU AgCenter extension agents and 
agriculture consultants. The experiment was prepared in a randomized complete block design on 
a Coushatta silt loam soil. Soil and plant tissue samples were collected and analyzed for 
elemental levels using the Mehlich-3 extraction method (extractable Ca, Cu, K, Mg, Na, P, S and 
Zn). The soil was a Plant tissue agricultural metals, (Al, B, Ca, Cu, Fe, K, P, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, S 
and Zn) were extracted using hydrochloric and nitric acid plant tissue digestion. Overall 
procedures and methods remained congruent among research and commercial laboratories. 
Following the elemental analyses of soil and plant tissue, nutrients were applied as recommended 
by each laboratory throughout the growing season. Ratings and recommendations were based on 
fertility method. The sufficiency approach to fertilization applied enough nutrients for the 
growing season; the build-up and maintenance method built the elemental concentration of soil 
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until it reached the soil critical level and then maintained the amount of nutrients in the soil, so it 
was never limiting.  For both field corn and soybean, commercial laboratories recommended 
higher nutrient applications for soil and plant tissue for each year of study, although elemental 
results remained similar in value between laboratories.  Overall yield results exhibited minor 
variation between research and commercial laboratories.  The results of the survey indicated soil 
and plant tissue testing are performed regularly by local growers, however, the distribution of 
sample analyses and information obtained varied. Agriculture sustainability and conservation 
was also rated high by participants. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
Corn and soybean account for more than 50% of all cropland harvested in the United 
States and within the state of Louisiana (USDA, 2017). Both agriculture crops are vital to the 
state economy, soybean and corn gross values in 2017 totaled $655 million and $334 million, 
respectively (USDA, 2017). Soil and plant tissue analyses are crucial to determining nutrient 
applications for agricultural crops. Accurate fertility inputs improve crop production and long-
term agricultural sustainability. Correct applications can prevent excessive and unnecessary 
nutrient additions that negatively influence the surrounding environment. The over application of 
nutrients can potentially decrease yields and reduce profits. Obtaining routine soil analyses offers 
growers a record of crop performance and a tool for measuring changes in soil health overtime.  
For nearly two centuries soil and plant scientists have worked towards a universal method 
for soil test extraction to measure nutrient content of soil and control plant nutrient availability. 
Soil testing received its first beginning in 1845 when Charles Daubeny developed the idea for 
soil nutrient extraction utilizing carbonated water. From 1845 to 1906 soil testing progressed as 
different extraction methods were developed using, nitric, hydrochloric and acetic acids.  By 
1906 to 1925 soil extraction gained greater recognition in the scientific world and an emphasis 
was placed on the fundamental chemical composition of soils as it related to crop production. 
This information was later used as an aid to soil tests interpretation.  
By the mid-20th century the North American Proficiency Testing (NAPT) program 
acknowledged a universally applicable method of soil testing. Today, public and private 
analytical laboratories, agricultural departments, state agencies and scientific organizations 
follow the NAPT program. Laboratory soil tests can determine the elemental concentration and 
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expected growth potential of soil; determine nutrient deficiency, excessive fertilizer or inhibition 
from trace minerals. Plant tissue elemental analyses measure plant nutrient availability and 
possible nutrient deficiencies and/or imbalances.   
Soil and plant tissue testing began in academia, through the work of soil and plant 
scientists before the advent of private analytical testing laboratories. The increased demand for 
soil and plant elemental analyses by both growers, environmental groups and consultants, state 
agencies and the general public resulted in the production of commercial laboratories. Analytical 
laboratories are subdivided into research, academic institutions who utilize soil and plant testing 
to guide research and as a tool for public use; and commercial, private industry analytical 
laboratories that process vast quantities of soil and plant tissue for the public, agriculture and 
environmental entities. Both laboratories service similar industries, providing nutrient ratings 
based on plant species and include recommendations based on those ratings. A standard soil test 
performed by most soil testing laboratories measures essential nutrient content, texture, and pH. 
Instrumentation and methods are often similar between research and commercial laboratories due 
to the NAPT program.  Soil testing has progressed overtime and the process has become 
universal between most laboratories with the following steps: (1) collecting the soil sample; (2) 
processing the soil sample in the laboratory; (3) analyzing the sample for extractable nutrient 
content; (4) interpreting the results of the analysis; and (5) using the data to make a fertilizer 
recommendation (Sikora and Moore, 2014).   
Although following similar procedures and utilizing comparable instrumentation, 
commercial and research laboratories interpret the data quite differently. Though elemental 
results may be identical, the numerical value is interpreted differently by each laboratory. 
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Interpretations are derived from academic research, soil scientists and agronomists through 
academic and private studies. A rating system is developed and based on these interpretations.  
Most laboratories follow a rating system of Very Low, Low, Optimum/Sufficient, High and Very 
High.  Both research and commercial laboratories provide a rating system for fertility use.   
Once elemental results are divided into ratings, recommendations are provided.  This 
study sought to compare the recommendations between laboratories.  Although elemental values 
and ratings were congruent, recommendations were dissimilar.  It was discovered that fertility 
method is a major contributor to recommendations and the suggested amount of nutrient inputs. 
There are four predominate fertility methods used by growers for agricultural crops: sufficiency, 
build-up, maintenance, and build-up and maintenance.   
Each method follows a different strategy to soil nutrition and plant nutrient uptake. Most 
academic research laboratories follow a sufficiency method approach to applying nutrients. The 
sufficiency method applies enough nutrients for the crop year.  With only enough applied, the 
crop rather than the soil is the focus of the sufficiency method. The idea is to reduce the over 
application of fertilizers that lead to toxic runoff and as a means for growers to save on nutrient 
costs.  In the build-up fertility approach, the soil rather than the plant is fertilized, the opposite 
concept of the sufficiency method. The goal is to apply more nutrients to the soil then are 
removed by the crop to build-up an elemental concentration that is never limiting. The focus of 
the maintenance approach is to continuously replace the nutrients that are removed with the crop 
after harvest. Fertility rates are based on the amount of nutrients removed from the field.  Lastly, 
the build-up and maintenance method, is a combination of both techniques.  Once the critical 
nutrient level is met in the build-up approach, the soil is treated using the maintenance method, 
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applying only those nutrients that are limited.  This approach can be ideal for growers who plan 
long term agricultural production and have a means to control and monitor excess nutrient levels 
that can lead to environmental pollution.  The laboratories in this study followed the sufficiency 
and build-up and maintenance methods of fertility.  
Although soil testing is predominantly utilized by growers for increasing crop yield and 
quality, it also provides considerable economic and environmental benefits. The cost of nutrients 
is one of the greatest expenses growers face. Unnecessary fertilizer applications can be prevented 
through routine soil testing. Understanding which fertility method matches the needs of the 
grower can possibly prevent unnecessary nutrient purchases and over applications. Reducing 
excessive applications of nutrients also provides environmental benefits. Environmental 
pollution from agricultural runoff is an ongoing global concern. Excessive fertility inputs leave 
agricultural fields through runoff events into nearby waterways.  When nutrients become 
saturated in a location, eutrophication (a water body overly supplemented with nutrients induces 
excessive growth of plant material resulting in oxygen depletion) occurs, and in severe cases 
these areas become uninhabitable.  This can result in dead zones.  Dead zones are hypoxic (low-
oxygen) areas in the world's oceans and large lakes, caused by "excessive nutrient pollution from 
human activities coupled with other factors that deplete the oxygen required to support most 
marine life in bottom and near-bottom water (NOAA, 2017)." One of the largest dead zones in 
the world is found at the mouth of the Mississippi River in the Gulf of Mexico which fluctuates 
seasonally and is exacerbated by farming practices.  
 Increased nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) levels enter the river through upstream 
agricultural runoff from fertilizers and soil erosion.  Algae growth is no longer limited and algal 
blooms develop, the food chain is altered and dissolved oxygen in the area is depleted to 
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uninhabitable levels (less than 2 ppm dissolved oxygen).  The impact is severe, eutrophication 
leads to lower biomass and biodiversity, fewer organisms and fish kills.  The Gulf of Mexico is a 
major source for the seafood industry of Louisiana and the United States.  The Gulf supplies 
72% of U.S. harvested shrimp, 66% of harvested oysters, and 16% of commercial fish 
(Bruckner, 2018).  As the dead zone remains or worsens, fishermen and coastal economies will 
be negatively impacted. Additionally, the abundance of nutrient applications adversely effects air 
quality.  “Emissions from farms outweigh all other human sources of fine-particulate air 
pollution in much of the United States, Europe, Russia and China, according to new research.; 
the culprit: fumes from nitrogen-rich fertilizers and animal waste combine in the air with 
combustion emissions to form solid particles, which constitute a major source of disease and 
death, according to the new study” (Bauer, Tsigaridis and Miller, 2016).   
 There is little information and data of the direct comparisons between different analytical 
laboratories, research and commercial or laboratory fertility approach, sufficiency, build-up, 
maintenance and build-up and maintenance for soil and plant elemental analyses. This study 
seeks to compare the differences if any, between research and commercial analyzation of soil 
and plant tissue and the recommendations they provide.  A grower nutrient survey was also 
conducted through the LSU Qualtrics program to identify soil and plant tissue testing methods 
and procedures followed by local growers. The objective of the survey was to discover current 







Chapter 2. Literature Review 
 
2.1. Historic overview of soil and plant tissue testing 
 
For nearly two centuries soil and plant scientists have pursued a method for determining 
soil fertility in order to control nutrient availability to plants, especially for use in agricultural 
crop production. The first known soil fertility extraction method dates to the mid-nineteenth 
century by Charles Daubeny, an English professor of Botany. Daubeny was the first to discover 
the amount of nutrients in soil in contrast to those in plant available form. Daubeny classified 
plant available nutrients as “active” and those unavailable as “dormant” (Anderson, 1960). To 
measure active vs dormant soil nutrients Daubeny created the first known soil extraction method, 
utilizing carbonated water.  Nearly twenty years later in 1925 German chemist, Justus von Liebig 
created a method to chemically extract nutrients from soil similar to the methods used today.  
 Liebig began applying his knowledge of organic chemistry to agricultural issues, 
specifically food scarcity.  Liebig began experimenting with hydrochloric, nitric, and acetic acid 
promoting the idea that chemistry could revolutionize agriculture by increasing crop yields while 
reducing overall costs. During his study of soil science and mineral identification, Liebig 
discovered elements, N, P and potassium (K) are essential to plant growth.  Liebig primarily 
focused on the study of P and K as the key essential elements for plant health.  However, during 
the latter half of the nineteenth century soil scientists identified other essential elements 
necessary for optimum plant growth and have become part of the present-day soil test.   
By the 1960’s soil and plant tissue sampling, handling, analyses, and the correlation and 
interpretation of results were critically discussed at several soil symposia (SSSA, 1990). Soil 
scientists wished to create an accurate universal means of soil testing and plant tissue analyses 
that may be followed and interpreted by soil testing facilities throughout the United States.  In 
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recent years considerable progress has been made in soil chemistry and plant physiology that 
have improved methodology and the equivalency of soil testing and plant tissue analyses.  The 
interpretation of results along with the advancement in testing instrumentation enhanced 
significantly at the turn of the century.  This also set the standard for understanding the 
significance of plant tissue analyses as a diagnostic tool, and soil testing as a guide for fertilizer 
use (SSSA, 1990).  
During this time, soil scientists discovered the chemical processes of enhancing soil 
fertility by fertilization, which eventually lead to the creation and industrialization of fertilizer 
products. Soil testing has become a means for measuring and managing crop fertility around the 
world. Soil testing gained popularity by growers seeking to maximize crop yields and quality. 
Amending soil with additional nutrients increased the production and quality of agricultural 
crops. Farmers require soil testing to assess soils for potential plant available nutrients and as the 
foremost best management practice (BMP) (Hochmuth, Mylavarapu and Hanlon, 2015). Apart 
from carbon (C), oxygen (O) and hydrogen (H), the remaining essential elements were noted N, 
P, K, boron (B), calcium (Ca), chlorine (Cl), copper (Cu), iron (Fe), magnesium (Mg), 
manganese (Mn), molybdenum (Mo), nickel (Ni), sulfur (S) and zinc (Zn).  However, soil often 
does not contain adequate levels of these nutrients for optimum and continuous plant growth. 
Soil testing can discover the potential lack or excess of a specific nutrient. Growers can then 
ameliorate an elemental deficiency through recommendations.  Soil testing has also evolved into 
a method for increasing crop productivity while avoiding excessive fertilizer applications that 
negatively impacts the environment.  
Applying fertilizer in excess may cause deficiencies of other nutrients. This can result in 
too much vegetative production, the risk of pests or diseases also increases with the over 
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application of nutrients, both of which result in reduced yields (Tubana, Wang, Henderson and 
Stevens, 2013). In addition, applying too much fertilizer could reduce net income due to 
unnecessary costs of fertilizer, weed and insect control.  
2.2. Testing procedures and methodologies  
The Soil Science Society of America defines soil testing “as the application of soil 
science research to the rapid chemical analyses to assess the available nutrient status of a soil” 
(SSSA, 1990).  The standard soil test performed by most soil testing laboratories today measures 
essential nutrient content, composition, texture, and pH level.  Some soil testing laboratories also 
determine the fertility or growth potential of a soil by measuring for nutrient deficiencies, 
inhibitions or potential toxicities that may occur through the over application of fertilizer.  Most 
soil tests are indexes of nutrient availability, and determine whether nutrient levels are low, 
adequate or high, rather than total amounts as not all nutrients are in a form that plants can use, 
(Brown, 2016). Overtime the soil testing process has become universal for most laboratories and 
includes the following steps: (1) collecting the soil sample, (2) processing the soil sample in the 
laboratory, (3) analyzing the sample for extractable nutrient content, (4) interpreting the results 
of the analysis, and (5) using the data to make a fertilizer recommendation (Sikora and Moore 
2014).  Similarly, plant tissue analyses are used by growers as an indicative means for 
determining plant nutrient availability of a soil. Possible nutrient deficiencies and imbalances can 
be measured through plant tissue analyses. Potential costs can be avoided if nutrient deficiencies 
are understood before they adversely affect crop production. Unnecessary fertilizer applications 
can also be avoided through plant tissue analyses. A strong connection exists between soil and 
plant tissue testing. Soil tests evaluate the nutrient contributing capacity of a soil and can be a 
useful tool for fertilizer use. Plant tissue analysis measures the nutrients that are accessible by 
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plants.  There are many factors that affect the ability of plants to take up nutrients, plant tissue 
testing is the best way to determine the nutrient capacity of plants. In theory, growers will test 
the soil before planting to determine whether nutrient levels are sufficient for crop production. 
During the growing season, nutrient levels are evaluated through plant tissue analyses to gauge 
whether crops are adequately taking up nutrients. Nutrient levels can be sustained, or possible 
deficiencies can be avoided. Ultimately, it is beneficial for growers to maintain a record of soil 
testing and plant tissue analysers through the years as a guide to understanding their soil 
environment.  
Originating in academia, soil testing has a strong relationship to university research 
laboratories. Today, many state research universities across the U.S. have soil and plant testing 
extension programs. As the significance of soil and plant testing grew and analytical methods 
progressed, the demand for soil data interpretations and fertilizer recommendations increased.  
This created an additional source for testing in the form of commercial testing laboratories.  
Although different in structure, both research and commercial laboratories follow similar 
methods and instrumentation for soil nutrient levels and plant nutrient availability. The North 
American Proficiency Testing program has initiated a universal soil testing process by regular 
sample exchange among nearly 150 state and commercial laboratories currently enrolled (NAPT, 
2019). The NAPT program, a program of the Soil Science Society of America assists soil, plant 
and water testing laboratories in their performance through inter-laboratory sample exchanges 
and a statistical evaluation of the analytical data. The program includes regional soil and plant 
analysis workgroups, scientific organizations, state departments of agriculture and private and 
public analytical laboratories.  
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Most soil and plant tissue testing laboratories regardless of background utilize Mehlich-3 
(Mehlich, 1984) for elemental extraction of macronutrients and micronutrients. Nearly all testing 
laboratories use an inductively coupled plasma spectrophotometer (ICP) for determining the 
elemental levels of soil and plant tissue. Although methodology and procedures are similar 
between laboratories, soil and plant tissue tests are subjective as the idiosyncrasies of the 
analysts can influence data. Both research and commercial laboratories apply quality control 
samples as a guide and background for obtaining elemental results and recommendations for soil 
and plant tissue. Control samples are also used to ensure accuracy during the testing process.  
Quality control samples for both soil and plant have predetermined values. Analyst include and 
measure quality control samples during the testing process and expect results to match the 
quality control sample’s calibrated value.  However, quality control samples are laboratory 
specific, each individual laboratory can obtain their own quality control sample from various 
sources.  According to John Spargo, the laboratory director at the University of Massachusetts 
Soil and Plant Tissue Testing Center, the type of quality control sample is important. “It gets a 
little tricky when we try and fit that interpretation into totally different soils and different 
climates, it’s not that the results are invalid, but I don’t feel as good making interpretations about 
those soils as I do my own” said Spargo (Seltenrich, 2013). The results for nutrients and the 
associated recommendations of how and when to apply what type of fertilizer are in part based 
on decades of agricultural research in and around Massachusetts (Seltenrich, 2013).  Spargo 
advises people to use a local laboratory for their soil analyses.   
2.3. Fertility philosophies 
Although research and commercial laboratories share many similarities in procedure, 
methodologies and instrumentation there remains a significant difference in how soil and plant 
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data are interpreted. University research laboratories focus primarily on developing sustainable 
methods that are beneficial to the environment and are economically advantageous for the 
grower. Consequently, it is common for agricultural research laboratories to follow a sufficiency 
approach to applying nutrients. The sufficiency method applies enough fertilizer to maximize 
profitability in each year of application, while reducing fertilizer applications and costs at the 
same time.   
This approach is often called "fertilize the crop" versus "fertilize the soil," when soil test 
levels for a specific nutrient exceed the critical level, it is not profitable to apply that nutrient for 
that crop year, (Shapiro, Krienke, and Ferguson, 2008).  In the sufficiency approach, the soil test 
indices are interpreted as Very Low to Very High, and an associated nutrient recommendation, 
that is, the amount of that nutrient needed is provided. (Hochmuth, Mylavarapu and Hanlon, 
2015). According to the Louisiana State University Soil Testing and Plant Analysis Laboratory 
(LSU STPAL), which follows the sufficiency approach, soil ratings are reported as Very Low, 
Low, Optimum, High and Very High.  Accordingly, Very Low ratings indicate that less than 
50% of a crop yield potential is expected without the addition of nutrients, yield increase to the 
added nutrient is expected, most of the crop nutrient must come from fertilization.   
A rating of Low indicates that 50% to 75% of the crop yield potential is expected without 
the addition of nutrients, however the addition of fertilizer is expected to increase yields, the 
majority of the crop nutrient must come from fertilization.  At Optimum or Sufficient levels, 
75% to 100% of the crop yield is expected, additional nutrients will result in an increase in yield 
and only a small portion of the crop nutrient requirement must come from fertilization. A rating 
of High or Very High indicates yield increase to added nutrients is not expected, the soil can 
supply a greater amount than the entire crop nutrient requirement and fertilization is not 
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recommended. The above ratings were developed by LSU scientists, with ongoing improvements 
in soil testing methods and calibrations as new crop varieties are introduced (LSU AgCenter, 
2013).  The principle is that soils testing High or Very High in a nutrient can supply 100% of that 
nutrient requirement for maximum crop production and quality in the present season, additional 
nutrient inputs are not required (Hochmuth, Mylavarapu and Hanlon, 2015). Soil that test less 
than High or Very High may require fertilization, and a predetermined amount of nutrients will 
be recommended for crops to be grown in soils with those soil test indices (Hochmuth, 
Mylavarapu and Hanlon, 2015). Conversely, in the build-up approach, the soil rather than the 
plant is fertilized, the opposite concept of the sufficiency method and one often followed by 
commercial laboratories. The idea is to apply more nutrients than are removed by the crop to 
build-up an elemental concentration that is not limiting. Another similar fertility method is the 
maintenance approach where the nutrients removed with the crop after harvest are continuously 
replaced. Fertilizer is based on the amount of nutrients removed in the field.  The build-up and 
maintenance method follow the build-up philosophy initially, and once the critical nutrient level 
is met, the soil is treated using the maintenance approach, applying only those nutrients that are 
limited. Even if the soil test High, nutrients that are projected to be removed by the crop are 
replaced in the build-up and maintenance method.  
2.4. Economic significance of soil testing 
Soil testing is critical to improving crop productivity and quality, yet it also provides 
considerable economic and environmental benefits. One of the greater challenges growers face is 
the financial burden of supplying additional nutrients for crop production. If soil and plant 
testing is performed annually, growers can utilize the data to avoid unnecessary fertility outputs 
and costs.  Reducing excessive nutrient applications provides strong ecological benefits. 
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Fertilizer runoff into nearby waterways has negatively impacted the environment and nearby 
communities.  As heavy nutrient wastes are deposited into waterways through agricultural 
runoff, eutrophication and dead zones are formed, most notably the dead zone in the Gulf of 
Mexico. The large dead zone size shows that nutrient pollution primarily from agriculture and 
developed land runoff into the Mississippi River watershed is continuing to affect the nation’s 
coastal resources and habitat (NOAA, 2017). Coastal states depend on healthy waters for 
economic sustainability, primarily in the seafood industry. As the dead zone in the Gulf of 
Mexico remains, coastal habitats and communities will continue to feel the negative impact of 
hypoxic conditions caused by excessive nutrients.   
Additionally, the abundance of nutrient applications adversely effects air quality.  
According to new research, “Emissions from farms outweigh all other human sources of fine-
particulate air pollution in much of the United States, Europe, Russia and China, the culprit: 
fumes from N-rich fertilizers and animal waste combine in the air with combustion emissions to 
form solid particles, which constitute a major source of disease and death (Bauer, Tsigaridis and 
Miller, 2016).  Soil health and conservation can be measured and monitored through soil testing 
and plant tissue analyses.  As growers better understand the health of their soil, sustainable 
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 Soil and plant tissue testing are important tools for measuring nutrient content and are 
vital to the agriculture industry.  Understanding soil and plant health through soil testing allows 
for maximum productivity and quality. Analytical soil and plant tissue testing laboratories exist 
throughout the United States in primarily two capacities.  Research extension programs within 
academic institutions and commercial laboratories, which are small private companies or large-
scale corporations that process large quantities of soil and plant tissue. Although different in 
background, most laboratories follow universally acknowledged testing methods and similar 
instrumentation.  However, analytical laboratories remain unique in how they interpret data.  
Each laboratory follows in house interpretations to determine rating systems for specific crops. 
Understanding the approach followed by each laboratory, growers can determine which 
laboratory matches their specific needs. Soil and plant testing are essential for determining soil 
and plant health for optimum vegetation production, whether it is for a home garden or large-
scale agriculture production.  
 
3.2. Soil collection site and sample preparation 2016-2018 
 
During the 2016 study, soil elemental analysis and recommendations were compared 
between two research laboratories (LSU STPAL and Texas A&M Soil Water and Forage 
Laboratory) and two commercial laboratories, (Waypoint Analytical and Ward Laboratories).  
The research plot was located at Louisiana State University in Alexandria (LSUA).  The soil a 
Coushatta silty clay loam in Alexandria (Latitude 38.6° and longitude 96.5°) consists of very 
deep, well drained, soils derived from sedimentary rock and are found on natural levees like the 
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Arkansas River and Red River alluvial planes. It is classified as a fine-silty, mixed, super active, 
thermic Fluventic Eutrudepts.  
Two composite soil samples with eight sampling points each, were collected at the 
research field plot at LSUA, (Latitude 38.6° and longitude 96.5°) (Figure 3.1.1).  Soil samples 
were collected using a shovel and five-gallon containers. Samples were replicated four times and 
labeled LSUA Corn 2016 1-4 and LSUA Soybean 2016 1-4. After the samples were collected, 
they were delivered to LSU STPAL in Baton Rouge.  The 2017 research followed the 2016 study 
however, the soil research field plot at LSUA doubled in size (Figure 3.1.2) and two, rather than 
four, laboratories were chosen for nutrient comparison: LSU STPAL and Waypoint Analytical.  
Soil samples were labeled LSUA Corn 2017 1-4 and LSUA Soybean 2017 1-4. In 2018, the 
same agricultural crops, field corn and soybean were planted at LSUA. Soil samples were 
collected using a shovel and five-gallon containers and labeled, LSUA Corn 2018 1-4 and LSUA 
Soybean 2018 1-4 (Figure 3.1.3).  
Each sample was dried in a Lindburg Blue oven, model number MO 1450A at 55◦C until 
fully dry. Once dry, the samples were ground in a Bico Incorprated Bico Pulverizer, model 
number 43163 TF until completely ground and homogenized in the original sample container.  
Each sample was then poured into a sealable paper soil sampling box in quadruplets, totaling 
eight samples, forming four sets of two samples per laboratory.  One set of four replicate samples 
remained at LSU STPAL for a routine soil analysis, the other soil sample sets were shipped to 
Texas A&M, Waypoint Analytical and Ward Laboratory in 2016. In 2017 and 2018, samples 
were sent to Waypoint Analytical Laboratory only.  A routine soil analysis was requested from 
each laboratory using the request form located on each laboratory’s website. Samples were 
shipped via UPS and results were submitted via email.  
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  0.2 meter  0.2 meter    
Figure 3.1.1. Research plot at LSUA for field corn and soybean in 2016.  Quadrants 1 was the 
test site for Ward Laboratories, quadrants 2 was the test site for Texas A&M, quadrants 3 LSU 
STPAL and quadrants 4 Waypoint Analytical. 
 
 





























  0.4 meter  0.4 meter    
Figure 3.1.2. Research plot at LSUA for field corn and soybean in 2017.  Quadrant 1 represents 
the control site for LSU STPAL, Quadrant 2 represents the control site for Waypoint Analytical. 


































  0.3 meter  0.3 meter    
Figure 3.1.3. Research plot at LSUA for field corn and soybean in 2018.  Quadrant 1 represents 
the control site for LSU STPAL, Quadrant 2 represents the control site for Waypoint Analytical. 
Quadrant 3 is the test site for LSU STPAL and Quadrant 4 the test site for Waypoint Analytical. 
 
 The research study plots for corn and soybean followed a complete block design. 
Treatments were determined by laboratory recommendations. Corn was planted during the first 
or second week of March and soybean between April 20th and May 15th for each year of study. 
The seeding rate for field corn was 84968 seeds ha-1 and 321,100 seeds ha-1 for soybean. The 
sampling dates were performed per crop.  Vegetative stages 1, 9 and reproductive stage 1 was 
chosen for field corn.  Vegetative stages 1, 3 and reproductive stage 1 were chosen for soybean. 
During each collection event samples were replicated four times for both soil and plant tissue. 
The 2017 and 2018 research plot experienced several severe weather events including flooding, 
hurricane damage and strong winds.  As a result, the 2017 study was not harvestable. The 2018 





3.3. Plant collection site and sample preparation 2016-2018 
The plant tissue samples were collected in the same locations as the soil samples at 
LSUA from 2016-2018; for elemental values and recommendation comparisons.  The research 
plot was divided into four quadrants per crop; (Figure 3.1.1- 3.1.3).  Field corn and soybean were 
collected throughout the growing season at different stages of growth, vegetative stage 1, (V1), 
vegetative stage 9 (V9) and reproductive stage 1 (R1) for field corn and vegetative stage 1, (V1), 
vegetative stage 3, (V3) and reproductive stage 1 (R1) for soybean. V1 for field corn is the full 
development of the first leaf, and the complete development is achieved when the collar of the 
leaf is fully visible.  During V9, many ear shoots, (potential ears of corn) are visible and tasseling 
becomes visible.  R1, also known as the silk stage occurs when the silks are visible outside of the 
husks.  For soybean, the first trifolioate represents the V1 stage. The V3 stage signifies the third 
trifoliate of the soybean plant. R1 is the beginning of flowering for the soybean plant and is 
characterized by at least one flower on any node. Vegetative stages were chosen by significant 
plant growth phases.    
Four plant tissue samples were collected for each laboratory by quadrant, totaling four 
samples per crop and labeled LSUA Corn 2016 1-4, and LSUA Soybean 2016 1-4.  Quadrant 1 
represented Ward Laboratories, quadrant 2 Texas A&M, quadrant 3 LSU STPAL and quadrant 4 
Waypoint. After collection, samples were delivered to LSU STPAL where they were dried in a 
Lindburg Blue oven at 55 ◦C until fully dry.  Once the plant tissue samples were fully dry, they 
were ground and homogenized using a Thomas Wiley Laboratory Mill Model 4 by Thomas 
Scientific.  Each sample was placed in a corresponding labeled sample container in quadruplet, 
totaling thirty-two samples, forming four sets of eight samples per laboratory.  The caps of each 
sample were loosened and placed in a Boekel Scientific Dricycler for one hour.  The samples 
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were then removed, caps tightened, and placed in a Lindburg Blue Oven at 55 ◦C for one hour.  
One set of four replicate samples remained at LSU STPAL for a routine plant tissue analysis, the 
other sample sets were shipped to Texas A&M, Ward Laboratory and Waypoint Analytical.  In 
2017 and 2018, plant tissue samples were sent only to Waypoint Analytical Laboratory. A 
routine plant tissue analysis was requested from each laboratory using the request form located 
on each laboratory’s website. Samples were shipped via UPS and results were submitted via 
email.  
3.4. Laboratory analysis 
 
3.4.1. Soil analysis   
 
For each year of study soil samples were analyzed following the same procedure and 
methodology at LSU STPAL.  Soil samples were measured for a routine soil analysis which 
includes pH, Mehlich-3 extractible: P, K, Ca, Mg, Na, S, Cu and Zn, as well as a lime or S 
requirement if needed and soil texture. The pH was measured with a LabFit AS-3010D Dual pH 
Analyser.  Ten mL of each sample was weighed into a 225-gram plastic Solo cup, ten mLs of 
deionized water (DI water) was added to each cup and allowed to sit for 2 hours.  The AS-3010D 
Dual pH Analyser was calibrated before use with 2 pH buffers, 7.0 pH and 4.0 pH buffer.  After 
2 hours, the samples were placed on the pH AS-3010D Dual pH Analyser and were measured 
and recorded.  Soil pH recommendations were determined by crop species.  If the soil samples 
required a change in pH, the sample pH was reanalyzed, and a lime or S requirement was 
performed. If the soil sample pH was too Low for the specific crop, a lime requirement was 
performed on the sample.  If the soil sample pH was too High, a S requirement was conducted.  
For the lime and S analyses, 10 grams of the soil were measured in a 225- gram Solo cup.  For 
lime, 2.5 mL of lime extractant was added to the sample(s) followed by 10 mL of DI water. For 
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S, 3 mL of 1N Sic acid solution was added to the sample(s) followed by 10 mL of DI water. The 
sample(s) for lime and S were then placed on a shaker for 30 minutes and allowed to sit for 12 
hours or overnight.   
After 12 hours or overnight the sample(s) shook for an additional 30 minutes.  After 
shaking, the sample(s) were placed on the pH AS-3010D Dual pH analyser for the pH reading.  
After the analyses, pH levels were compared and recorded.  The samples were then measured for 
nutrient levels using the Mehlich-3 extraction method.  For each sample, 2 grams were weighed 
and placed into a plastic 125 mL Erlenmeyer flask.  Twenty mL of Mehlich-3 extractant was 
added to each sample. The samples were placed on a shaker for 5 minutes.  Immediately after 
shaking, the samples were poured into 50 mL Erlenmeyer flasks through soil analysis paper 
conical filters.  After the extracted soil sample was completely filtered, the sample was poured 
into 8 mL plastic inductively coupled plasma (ICP) tubes.  The samples were then placed in an 
ICP sample rack and measured by the Spectro Arcos inductively coupled plasma for an 
elemental analysis. After each analysis the data was reviewed and recorded.  Several weeks after 
the LSU STPAL analysis, the data from the other laboratories were received and reviewed for 
comparison of results. The results and recommendations for each crop were prepared in data 
tables.   
 
3.4.2. Plant analysis  
 
For each year of study plant tissue testing procedures and methodologies remained 
consistent at LSU STPAL. Each tissue sample was weighed to 0.5 grams on a Mettler Toledo 
Delta Range Scale and placed in 50 mL SCP Digi Tube. The samples inside the racks were then 
placed in a Thomas Cain Deena II for the automated sample digestion.  
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 The samples were heated for 0.1 minutes at 60 ◦C, 2.2 mL of distilled water was 
dispensed into each sample tube. After 2 minutes, 5 mL of nitric acid was dispensed into each 
sample tube.  The samples slowly heated in 10-minute intervals from 60 ◦C to 135 ◦C.  The 
samples cooled for 2 minutes. One mL of hydrogen peroxide was added to each sample and 
cooled for five minutes.  The samples were then heated for 5 minutes at 135 ◦C.  Two mL of 
hydrogen peroxide was dispensed into each sample tube and cooled for 5 minutes.  The sample 
heated for an additional thirty minutes at 130 ◦C, followed by 0.1 minutes at 20 ◦C.  The samples 
cooled for one minute, a glass filter was placed on each sample tube.  Each sample was filled 
with 20mL of distilled water and allowed to shake for 45 seconds.  The sample racks were then 
transferred to a work bench for the filtration process.  The SCP Science filtration apparatus was 
used to filter each sample using SCP Science filters at 1.0 mL of hydrophilic Teflon. After 
complete filtration each sample was transferred to 50 mL ICP tubes for elemental analysis.  A 
routine plant elemental analysis was performed using the Spectro Arcos inductively coupled 
plasma.  
3.4.3. Statistical analysis procedure and survey 
 Analysis of variance was performed in PROC MIXED in SAS (SAS Institute, 2004) to 
determine if there were any significant differences in nutrient recommendations between 
laboratories for soil and plant tissue. The mean separation LSD procedure was conducted for any 
significant differences detected at P<0.05. MOVE THIS TABLE TO APPENDIX. A grower 
nutrient survey was also conducted through the LSU Qualtrics program to determine the current 
practices for soil and plant tissue testing and significance among local growers. The objective of 
the survey was to discover current farming practices and how they relate to soil and plant tissue 
testing. The survey was provided to over two hundred farmers throughout the state of Louisiana.  
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Chapter 4. Results and Discussion 
4.1. 2016 Nutrient values, ratings and recommendation comparisons for soil and plant 
tissue between laboratories 
 
During the 2016 study four analytical laboratories: two research (LSU STPAL and Texas 
A&M) and two commercial laboratories (Waypoint and Ward Laboratories) were compared for 
elemental results, ratings and recommendations for soil and plant tissue (Tables A.3-A.9).  The 
elemental soil analysis ratings were the most comparable between the two research laboratories, 
LSU STPAL and Texas A&M (Tables A.3 and A.4).  Soil elemental values were most consistent 
between LSU STPAL and Waypoint (Tables A.3 and A.4). Overall Ward Laboratories ratings 
were more comparable to LSU STPAL and Texas A&M, however, ratings and elemental values 
differed from the other laboratories (tables A.3 and A.4).  
 The LSU STPAL ratings indicated soil is within optimal range for sodium and has 
reached beyond the critical soil level for all other nutrients. Nitrogen is recommended at 134-179 
kg ha -1 for corn and 89-112 kg ha-1 for soybean. Texas A&M ratings indicated P is just below 
sufficiency levels and Na is well under sufficiency levels.  All other elements are above the 
critical soil test level. Texas A&M suggested 70 kg ha -1 of N and 11 P2O5 kg ha 
-1   of P2O5 for 
corn. Ward laboratories provided values for all elements, but ratings for only five of those 
elements.  Of those five, P, K, Mg and Zn, were rated High or Very High and were above critical 
levels, as such, no recommendations were provided. Waypoint Analytical ratings were dissimilar 
to the other laboratories and found all but one element, Mg to be within optimal range.   
Waypoint recommended 205 kg ha-1 of P2O5, 70 kg ha
-1 of K2O and 60 kg ha
-1 of S for 
corn. For soybean, 34 kg ha-1 of P2O5, 72 kg ha
-1 of K2O, 11 kg ha
-1 of S and 4 kg ha-1 of Zn were 
recommended. The 2016 soil difference in ratings despite the similarities in elemental value 
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between LSU STPAL and Waypoint suggest that methodology and testing are similar between 
the two laboratories.  However, the component that determines nutrient ratings and subsequently 
recommendations is the reasoning for the difference in overall recommendations.   
Plant tissue for field corn was collected three times during vegetative stages V1, V9 and 
productive stage R1 (Tables A.5-A.7).  Low levels of common rust and smut were observed on 
each research plot in the R1 stage.  N was Low according to all samples; P and K were Low for 
LSU STPAL 67 kg ha-1 for P and K were recommended.  Iron (Fe) was High for all samples. 
Texas A&M and Ward Laboratories did not provide recommendations for corn plant tissue. 
Waypoint recommended 22-56 kg ha-1 of N, 11-22 kg ha-1 of S, and foliar B at 0.22-0.56 kg ha-1 
for corn.  The second tissue analysis at stage V9 remained consistent in elemental values and 
ratings.  Iron decreased to optimal levels for all laboratories, N, P and K remained just below 
sufficiency levels according to LSU STPAL. Nitrogen reached sufficiency levels for all 
laboratories with the exception of LSU STPAL. Phosphorous continued to be High for Texas 
A&M and dropped below sufficiency levels according to Ward Laboratories.  Recommendations 
were not suggested by Waypoint for the second plant analysis. Nitrogen, P, and K were below 
sufficiency levels for all laboratories, Ca was considered Low by Texas A&M, optimal by Ward 
and High for LSU STPAL and Waypoint.  Copper was optimal for LSU STPAL and Texas 
A&M and High by Ward and Waypoint. Sulfur was Low according to Waypoint. Zinc levels 
increased dramatically according to all laboratories. 
 Plant tissue for soybean was collected twice during vegetative stages V1 and R1. (Tables 
A.8 and A.9). No visual differences in vegetation were noted during each sampling stage.  
Nitrogen and Zn were considered High by all laboratories; S was High according to Ward 
Laboratories.  Potassium was rated Low by LSU STPAL, Texas A&M, and Waypoint and 
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considered very Low by Ward. All other elements were within Sufficient levels.  The LSU 
STPAL recommended 34 kg of K2O. Texas A&M and Ward Laboratories did not provide 
fertility recommendations for soybean.  Waypoint recommended 34-56 kg ha-1 of K2O, and 11-
22 kg ha-1 of S for the V1 stage of soybean.   
For the V3 plant tissue analysis for soybean, N remained High according to LSU STPAL 
and dropped to Low levels for Texas A&M and Waypoint and Very Low according to Ward. 
Calcium increased for Texas A&M and Ward and remained Sufficient for LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint.  Zn remained High for Texas A&M and Waypoint but reached Sufficient levels for 
LSU STPAL and Ward. Potassium remained Low for all laboratories and very Low for Ward. 
Cu levels were considered Low by LSUSTPAL and Texas A&M. Cu remained optimal for Ward 
and Waypoint.  All other elements remained in optimal levels.  For the second soybean analysis 
at stage R1, Waypoint recommended 25-56 kg ha-1 of N, 34-56 kg ha-1 of K2O, and 11-22 kg ha
-1 
of S.  Although Low, P was not recommended as in season surface applications move very little 
in the soil. 
4.2. 2017 Nutrient values, ratings and recommendation comparisons for soil and plant 
tissue between laboratories 
For the 2017 study, the number of laboratories was narrowed to LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint. Given the discrepancy between ratings and recommendations, yet the equivalency in 
elemental values, the two laboratories were the focus of the 2017 and 2018 studies.   
The purpose of the 2017 and 2018 study was to determine the difference between the two 
most contrasting laboratories in terms of recommendations: a research laboratory, LSU STPAL 
and a commercial laboratory, Waypoint Analytical. The 2016 study focused on soil and plant 
tissue testing laboratories comparability in methodology, nutrient values, ratings and 
recommendations.  The strong similarity in ratings and recommendations between LSU STPAL 
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and Texas A&M suggested that both followed similar testing procedures and rating systems.  
This outcome was expected, as both are research laboratories. Although sharing some 
similarities, Ward Laboratories was the least comparable of all laboratories, likely indicating a 
difference in methodology and/or rating system. Waypoint ratings and recommendations differed 
from those of LSU STPAL however, elemental values were consistent, soil and plant tissue 
comparisons were further explored to determine whether a similar pattern would follow in 2017 
and 2018.  
The 2017 research plot (Figure 3.1.1) at LSUA was divided into two controls and two test 
plots for each laboratory.  Ratings and recommendations for field corn and soybean were 
measured for soil and plant tissue elemental levels by LSU STPAL and Waypoint Analytical, 
(Tables A.12-A.23). The recommendations made by LSU STPAL were followed on the LSU 
STPAL test plot and are highlighted in yellow.  The recommendations made by Waypoint were 
followed on the Waypoint test plot and are highlighted in yellow.  Corn was sampled during the 
V1, V9 and R1 stages. Soybean tissue was collected during the V1, V3 and R1 stages. The 
similarity in elemental values and the difference in ratings and recommendations between LSU 
STPAL and Waypoint were apparent in the 2017 soil analysis. The rating for Mg was the only 
comparable element for both laboratories. Potassium and Ca were considered Very High by LSU 
STPAL and Optimum by Waypoint for corn.  Additionally, P, S, Cu, and Zn were considered 
High by LSU STPAL but Sufficient for Waypoint. LSU STPAL recommended 120-160 kg ha-1 
for N.  Waypoint recommends 205 kg ha-1 of N, 70 kg ha-1 of P2O5 and 63 kg ha-
1 of K2O for 




Soybean levels were more comparable between laboratories however, ratings differed. K 
and Mg were considered Very High by LSU STPAL and Optimum and Very High by Waypoint, 
P was rated High by LSU STPAL and Optimum by Waypoint.  Sulphur, Cu and Zn were High 
for LSU STPAL and Optimum for Waypoint. No recommendations were made by LSU STPAL 
for soybean.  Waypoint recommended 30 kg ha-1 of P2O5 and 40 kg ha-
1 of K2O for soybean.  
 
Plant tissue elemental levels were consistent between laboratories, however 
recommendations differed (Tables A.14-A.23).  The LSU STPAL found P and K to be below 
sufficiency levels for all three analyses and Ca was rated High in the third tissue analysis. All 
other elements were considered Sufficient for the first corn tissue analysis in the LSU STPAL 
test plot with the exception of Mo. The Waypoint first data test plot found all elements within 
optimal range.  For the second plant tissue analysis, K dropped below Sufficient levels and Ca 
was rated High. For the third tissue analysis Waypoint rated Ca as Very High, Cu, Mg and Na as 
High, N, P and K as Low and all other elements as Sufficient. The LSU STPAL recommended 
34 kg ha-1 of K2O for the first and third data analyses, 34 kg ha-
1 of P2O5 for all three data 
analyses for corn. For the first soybean plant tissue analysis, 34 kg ha-1 of P2O5 were 
recommended by LSU STPAL. Waypoint recommended 34-45 kg ha-1 of P2O5 for the second 
and third corn tissue analyses, 0.2-0.5 kg ha-1 foliar application of B for the second tissue 
analysis, 34-56 kg ha-1 of K2O and 20-50 kg ha-
1 of N for the third corn tissue analysis.  
LSU STPAL recommended for soybean, 34 kg ha-1 of P2O5 for the third tissue analysis.  
Waypoint recommended 11-22 kg ha-1 of S for the first and second analysis, and no 





4.3. 2018 Nutrient values, ratings and recommendation comparisons for soil and plant 
tissue between laboratories 
 
In 2018, the ratings and recommendations for field corn and soybean were measured for 
soil and plant tissue elemental levels by LSU STPAL and Waypoint Analytical. (Tables A.24-
A.37) Soil elemental values were comparable between laboratories, ratings and 
recommendations continued to differ. The LSU STPAL found almost all elements to be above 
sufficiency levels and made no recommendations for corn or soybean with the exception of N at 
134-180 kg ha-1 for corn. Waypoint ratings were above sufficiency levels for K and Mg for both 
corn and soybean. Waypoint recommended 205 kg ha-1 of N, 34-67 kg ha-1 of P2O5 and 45 kg 
ha-1 of K2O for corn.   For soybean, 34 kg ha-
1 of P2O5 and 11 kg ha-
1 of S were recommended 
by Waypoint.  
 
Plant tissue elemental levels for 2018 were comparable between laboratories while 
ratings and recommendations differed (Tables A.24 and A. 25). For the V1 corn tissue LSU 
STPAL found K and Mg to be below sufficiency levels and recommended 34 kg ha-1 of K2O.  
Nitrogen, Cu and Fe were considered High and all other elements were optimal for the first plant 
analysis. The LSU STPAL recommended 34 kg ha-1 of K2O and 30 kg ha-
1 of P2O5 for the V9 
stage.  Potassium was rated Low and Mg and Ca High in the R1 stage, all other elements were 
considered Sufficient. LSU STPAL recommended 34 kg ha-1 of K2O and 34 kg ha-
1 of P2O5.  
Waypoint found all elements to be within optimal range with the exception of N at High for the 
V1 stage for corn.  In the V1 stage P and K were Low and deficient, respectively, and Zn was 
rated High. Waypoint recommended 30-50 kg ha-1 of K2O and 30-40 kg ha-
1 of P2O5. In the R1 
stage Waypoint rated Mg and Ca and Zn High, N, P and K Low and recommended 30-50 kg ha-1 
of K2O and 30-40 kg ha-
1 of P2O5. 
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For the soybean tissue analysis, elemental values and ratings were similar between 
laboratories. In the V1 stage LSU STPAL rated K as Low, Mn as High and Fe as Very High with 
all other elements within range.   The LSUSTPAL recommended 34 kg ha-1 of K2O.  In the V9 
stage, N was rated High and K Low, 34 kg ha-1 of K2O was recommended. In the R1 stage N 
was High, and K continued to be Low.  Thirty-four kg ha-1 of K2O was recommended.  
Waypoint found K to be Low, Mn High, Fe and Al Very High and all other elements Sufficient 
in the V1 stage. Potassium application rate was recommended at 34-56 kg ha-1 of K2O. Nitrogen, 
Mn and Zn were rated High and K very Low in the V3 stage, 34-56 kg ha-1 of K2O were 
recommended.  In the R1 stage, Waypoint rated N, Mn and Zn as High, K as Low, 34-56 kg ha-1 
of K2O was recommended. The Higher rating for Waypoint in the 2018 study suggests a build-up 
of nutrients in the Waypoint test plot.  
Tables 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 summarizes soil nutrient ratings for all elements between 
laboratories for field corn and soybean.  LSU STPAL was the only laboratory to provide Na 
ratings, Ward Laboratories did not provide a S rating. Higher average ratings were recorded for 
Waypoint Analytical, suggesting higher rates of nutrient input. Followed by Ward Laboratories, 
Texas A&M and LSU STPAL.  The standard error was calculated by laboratory for each 
element. Results indicated the highest precision between Ward Laboratories and Texas A&M for 
the field corn soil analyses followed by LSU STPAL and Waypoint Analytical. LSU STPAL and 
Ward Laboratories had the greatest accuracy for soybean followed by Texas A&M and 






Table 4.3.1 Average rating for P, K, Ca, Mg, Na S, Cu and Zn for corn based on four 
laboratories.  
Soil Rating 
Treatment P K Ca Mg Na S Cu Zn 
LSU 
STPAL 2+0b 1+0b 1+0c 1+0b 3+0a 2.6+0.1b 2+0b 1.7+0.1c 
Texas 
A&M 3 +0a 2 +0a 2+0b 2+0a  2+0b 2+0b 2+0b 
Ward 2+0b 1+0b 3+0a 1+0b  
 
3+0a 2+0b 
Waypoint 3.6 +0.3a 1.6 +0.2b 2.7+0.2b 1.6+0.1b  3.2+0.2a 3+0a 3+0a 
Note: Values within a column having the same letter are not significantly different at P<0.05. 
Soil rating value: 1-Very High, 2-High, 3-Optimum,4-Low and 5-Very Low.  
Standard error: indicated by + for each elemental analysis, n=4. Grey portion represents no rating 








P K Ca Mg Na S Cu Zn 
LSU STPAL 
2+0b 1+0b 1+0c 1+0a 3+0a 3+0a 2+0b 2+0b 
Texas A&M 
2.6+0.1b 2+0a 2+0b 1.3+0.3a  2+0b 2+0b 2+0b 
Ward 
2+0b 1+0b 3+0a 1+0a   3+0a 2+0b 
Waypoint 
3.2+0.2a 2+0a 3+0a 1+0a  3.2+0.2a 3+0a 3+0a 
Note: Values within a column having the same letter are not significantly different at P<0.05. 
Soil rating value: 1-Very High, 2-High, 3-Optimum,4-Low and 5-Very Low 
Standard error: indicated by + for each elemental analysis, n=4. Grey portion represents no rating   









Tables 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 summarizes plant tissue nutrient ratings for N, P and K between 
laboratories for field corn and soybean.  Higher average ratings were recorded for Ward 
Laboratories and Waypoint Analytical, suggesting higher rates of nutrient input. Followed by 
Texas A&M and LSU STPAL.  The standard error was calculated by laboratory for each 
element. Results indicated the highest precision between Ward Laboratories and Waypoint for 
the field corn soil analyses and Ward and LSU STPAL for the soybean tissue analysis.  
 
Table 4.3.3 Plant tissue ratings for N, P and K for corn based on four laboratories. 
Soil Rating 
Treatment N P K 
LSU STPAL 3.2+0.2b 3.6+0.3b 3.6+0.3b 
Texas A&M 3.6+0.3b 2.6+0.1c 3.6+0.3b 
Ward 4.0+0a 4.0+0a 5.0+0a 
Waypoint 3.2+0.2b 4.0+0a 3.6 +0.3b 
Note: Values within a column having the same letter are not significantly different at P≤0.05. 
Soil rating value: 1-Very High, 2-High, 3-Optimum,4-Low and 5-Very Low 
Standard error: indicated by + for each elemental analysis, n=4. Grey portion represents no rating 
for that element. 
  
  Table 4.3.4 Plant tissue ratings for N, P and K for soybean based on four laboratories. 
 
 Note: Values within a column having the same letter are not significantly different at P<0.05. 
Soil rating value: 1-Very High, 2-High, 3-Optimum,4-Low and 5-Very Low.  
Standard error:   indicated by + for each elemental analysis, n=4. Grey portion represents no 
rating for that element. 
Soil Rating 
Treatment N P K 
LSU STPAL 3.0+0c 3.0+0b 3.6+0.3b 
Texas A&M 4.0+0b 3.6+0.3b 3.6+0.3b 
Ward 5.0+0a 3.0+0b 5.0+0a 
Waypoint 3.6+0.3c 3.0+0b 3.6+0.3b 
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4.4 Comparing research and commercial laboratories  
 
This study evaluated nutrient recommendation comparability between soil and plant 
tissue testing laboratories for agricultural crops, field corn and soybean.  Recommendations 
followed a rating system developed by each laboratory.  Each rating system is guided by a 
chosen fertility method: sufficiency, build-up, maintenance or build-up and maintenance.  
The LSU STPAL and Texas A&M had comparable rating systems and recommendations 
for soil and plant tissue in the 2016 study.  Ward Laboratories’ rating system was more aligned 
with LSU STPAL and Texas A&M although elemental values differed.  Waypoint’s rating and 
recommendations were noticeably different from those of the other three laboratories.   
Despite the differences in soil ratings and recommendations between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint, elemental values were similar and the comparability between these two laboratories 
became the focus of the 2017 and 2018 study.  In 2017, soil elemental levels between LSU 
STPAL and Waypoint remained similar, but ratings and subsequently recommendations were 
considerably different.  Plant tissue recommendations followed in the same pattern as soil, 
however, ratings were found to be more similar (Table A.1 and A.2). Waypoint recommended 
Higher levels of nutrients compared to those of LSU STPAL, Texas A&M and Ward 
Laboratories in 2016.  In 2017 and 2018 the soil data analyses, Waypoint ratings were 
continuously one or two levels Higher than those of LSU STPAL.  The findings in this study 
established LSU STPAL and Waypoint Analytical follow similar methodologies and procedures; 
producing similar elemental results, however, the determining factor for ratings and 
recommendations are vastly different and were explored in the 2017 and 2018 study. It was 
found that all laboratories utilize different control samples to validate results however, it 
appeared to have little influence on data results.  It was found that the greatest factor influencing 
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recommendations is how each laboratory determines their rating system based on fertility 
approach.  Many research university laboratories are guided by nutrient inputs that are 
environmentally sustainable and economically beneficial.  This practice is aligned with the 
sufficiency approach to nutrient applications.  Like LSU STPAL, Texas A&M follows a similar 
sufficiency method, only applying those nutrients considered Very Low or Low. Waypoint 
Analytical confirmed a build-up and maintenance method approach is followed throughout their 
laboratories.  The LSU STPAL and Texas A&M follow nutrient ratings based on research 
conducted by university scientist and researchers.  Waypoint from independent agronomist and 
university soil scientists.  
 
4.5 2016 and 2018 Yield response for corn and soybean between research and commercial 
laboratories  
 
The 2016 yield data was measured between all four laboratories.  As previously 
discussed, nutrient input was lower for LSU STPAL, Texas A&M and Ward after the soil 
analysis.  Only LSU STPAL and Waypoint recommended additional nutrient inputs during the 
growing season for both crops.  The 2016 yield data was similar between all laboratories for corn 
at 22.2 Mg ha-1 for Ward Laboratories, 22.2 Mg ha-1 for Texas A&M, 23.8 Mg ha-1 for LSU 
STPAL and 25.9 Mg ha-1 for Waypoint Analytical.  
 Soybean yield data was also comparable between laboratories at 5.3 Mg ha-1 for Ward 
Laboratories, 4.9 Mg ha-1 for Texas A&M, 5.7 Mg ha-1 for LSU STPAL and 6.1 Mg ha-1 for 
Waypoint Analytical. During the 2017 field study, the research plot was devastated before 
harvest by hurricane Harvey, preventing yield results for both corn and soybean.  During the 
2018 study, field corn was harvested for both LSU STPAL and Waypoint and were similar in 
value with 3.6 Mg ha-1 and 3.5 Mg ha-1, respectively.  In 2018, both soybean plots contained 
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Septoria, a disease-causing fungus producing several leaf spot viruses along with a High rate of 
glyphosate-resistant Palmer amaranth, as a result, soybean could not be harvested for 2018. 
   
Figure 4.5.1 Field corn yield data, 2016 LSUA. Yield response to fertilizer 
recommendation made by LSU STPAL Texas A&M Ward Laboratories and 
Waypoint Analytical.  Note: yield values between laboratories are not 
significantly different at P≤0.05. 
 
  
Figure 4.5.2 Soybean yield data, 2016 LSUA. Yield response to fertilizer 
recommendation made by LSU STPAL Texas A&M Ward Laboratories and 
Waypoint Analytical.  Note: yield values between laboratories are not 
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Figure 4.5.3 Field corn yield data, 2018 LSUA. Yield response to fertilizer 
recommendation made by LSU STPAL and Waypoint Analytical.  Note: yield 
between LSU STPAL and Waypoint are not significantly different at P≤0.05. 
 
 
4.6 Nutrient inputs and costs  
4.6.1 Total nutrient additions by laboratory 
 
 The average nutrient input costs for each year was calculated between laboratories for 
field corn and soybean and observed by kg/ha-1.  For each year of study, Waypoint recommended 
the most nutrient input.  Ward Laboratories did not recommend nutrient additions for the 2016 
study.  National nutrient costs have increased in the last three years, with a rise in costs in 2017 
and 2018.  The fertilizers used in this study were observed, urea, diammonium phosphate and 
muriate of potash MOP for cost comparisons. The average cost in 2016 for urea, DAP and MOP 
was $35 kg-1, $0.46 kg-1 and 35 kg-1, respectively.   Fertility prices increased in 2017 with $0.25 
a pound for urea, $0.21 a pound for DAP and $0.16 a pound for MOP.  In 2018 costs of nutrients 
increased for DAP and Potash and slightly decreased for urea.  Average prices in 2018 were 



















Figure 4.6.1.1: Total nutrient inputs to corn based on four laboratory analysis and 
recommendations, 2016 LSUA. Note: Ward Laboratories did not make a 
recommendation for P2O5, K2O, S or B.  LSU STPAL and Texas A&M did not make a 




Figure 4.6.1.2: Total nutrient inputs to soybean based on four laboratory analysis and  
recommendations, 2016 LSUA. Note: LSU STPAL did not make a recommendation 
for N, P2O5, S, or Zn. Texas A&M and Ward Laboratories did not make a 
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Figure 4.6.1.3: Total nutrient inputs to corn based on four laboratory analysis and   
recommendations, 2017 LSUA. Note: Waypoint recommended 0.1-0.2 foliar 
application of B, LSU STPAL did not recommend B. Recommendations were based on 
4 soil replicates. Note: yield between LSU STPAL and Waypoint are not significantly 







Figure 4.6.1.4: Total nutrient inputs to soybean based on LSU STPAL and Waypoint 
Analytical recommendations, 2017 LSUA. Note: LSU STPAL did not recommend 
K2O or a S application. Recommendations were based on 4 soil replicates. Note: yield 
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Figure 4.6.1.5: Total nutrient inputs to corn based on LSU STPAL and Waypoint   
Analytical recommendations, 2018 LSUA. Recommendations were based on 4 soil 
replicates. Note: yield between LSU STPAL and Waypoint are not significantly 






Figure 4.6.1.6: Total nutrient inputs to corn based on LSU STPAL and Waypoint  
Analytical recommendations, 2018 LSUA. Note: LSU STPAL did not recommend 
P2O5 or a S application. Recommendations were based on 4 soil replicates.  
















4.6.2 Total nutrient input costs  
 
Total fertilization costs were observed by kg ha-1 in U.S. dollars for all years of study per 
laboratory. Fertilization costs reflect the U.S. average for each study year for urea, DAP and 
potash. 
 
Figure 4.6.2.1 Total nutrient costs per laboratory, LSUA 2016. The total costs of 






                   
Figure 4.6.2.2 Total nutrient costs per laboratory, LSUA 2017. The total costs of 
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Figure 4.6.2.3 Total nutrient costs per laboratory, LSUA 2018. The total costs of 
applying nutrients following LSU STPAL and Waypoint Analytical recommendations. 
 
 
4.7 Growers survey response to soil and plant tissue testing  
 
A survey was conducted to determine the regularity in which soil and plant tissue testing 
occurs among Louisiana growers.  How often soil and plant tissue testing is performed and who 
is contacted for nutrient input questions.  The survey included growers throughout the state who 
practice agricultural crop farming. As of this thesis submittance, twenty seven growers 
participated in the study.  
 
Figure 4.7.1 Do you soil test before planting?  
When asked if soil testing is conducted before planting, 11 out of 27 respondents said yes, while 

















Figure 4.7.2 How often do you soil test before planting? 
When asked how often growers test their soil before planting, 4 out of 27 respondents said every 
year, while 6 responded every 2-3 years, and another 6 responded every 4-5 years.  One 




Figure 4.7.3 Where do you send your soil for elemental analysis?  
When asked where growers send their soil samples for analysis, 5 of the 27 respondents 
answered the LSU Agriculture and extension program, 3 responded nutrient dealers and or 
distributors, 4 responded a commercial or private laboratory, 1 an agriculture consultant, 4 





Figure 4.7.4 Do you have your soil tested after planting? 
When asked if growers soil test after harvest, 7 out of 27 responded yes and 7 responded 
sometimes, while 5 answered no.   Eighteen growers did not respond to this question.  
 
 
Figure 4.7.5 Who do you contact for questions regarding your fertilizer recommendations for 
soil? 
When asked who growers contact for questions regarding fertilizer recommendations for soil, 3 
of the 27 respondents said the LSU Agriculture and extension program, 2 replied nutrient dealers 
or distributors, 3 answered a commercial or private laboratory, 1 an agriculture consultant and 2 





Figure 4.7.6 How often do you test crop leaf tissue before planting? 
For testing elemental levels of crop tissue, 8 out of 27 respondents answered yes, 3 answered 
sometimes and 8 answered no, 8 growers did not respond.  
 
 
Figure 4.7.7 How often do you have crop leaf tissue sampled?  
When asked how often crop leaf tissue is sampled only 2 respondents replied every year, 3 every 
2-3 years, 5 respondents replied every 4-5 years and 3 answered more than every 5 years.  







Figure 4.7.8 Where do you send crop leaf tissue samples for elemental analysis? 
When asked where growers send leaf tissue samples for elemental analysis, 5 of the 27 
respondents said the LSU Agriculture and extension program, 3 responded nutrient dealers and 
distributors, 1 answered a commercial or private laboratory, another 3 answered an agriculture 





Figure 4.7.9 Who do you contact regarding questions for fertilizer recommendations for plant 
tissue? 
When asked who growers contact regarding nutrient inputs based on plant tissue 
recommendations 3 respondents said the LSU Agriculture and extension program, 2 answered 
nutrient dealers and distributors, 3 replied commercial or private laboratory, 1 an agriculture 





Figure 4.7.10 Do you own or rent your land? 
When asked whether growers own or rent their land, 4 responded that they own the land, 6 rent 




Figure 4.7.11 Is agricultural sustainability and conservation important to you? 
When growers were asked whether agricultural sustainability and conservation was important to 
them, 8 responded very important, 5 fairly important, 3 not sure, and zero responded slightly 




For the growers who participated in the survey, less than half of the respondents conduct 
routine soil testing, with four answering not at all.  Growers who do participate in soil testing do 
so regularly with most responding every 2-3 to every 4-5 years. The numbers of growers who 
contact their local extension program through LSU and those that contact private industries is 
nearly even.  Plant tissue health is measured less often than soil.  Although the majority of 
respondents do not perform routine soil and plant tissue testing, they rated agricultural 
sustainability and conservation as very important and fairly important.   
 
Chapter 5. Summary and conclusion 
 
This study evaluated nutrient recommendation comparability between soil and plant 
tissue testing laboratories for agricultural crops, field corn and soybean. Soil and plant data 
revealed different laboratories produce similar elemental results but varying nutrient 
recommendations. The most contrasting in nutrient input recommendations, LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, follow dissimilar fertility philosophies. Recommendations are guided by 
laboratory specific rating systems that are developed by fertility approach.  Fertility method was 
found to be the greatest contributor to nutrient input recommendation differences compared to 
quality control influences and methodology.  
This study hopes to enlighten growers and researches alike as to why results and 
ultimately recommendations differ between laboratories.  Laboratory results and 
recommendations from different sources cannot be compared without first understanding the 
fertility approach followed by each. Determining where to submit soil and plant tissue samples is 
an important decision for growers.  Both fertility methods, sufficiency and build up and 
maintenance, are acceptable nutrient applications and each approach should be considered when 
choosing an analytical laboratory.  Other factors to be contemplated include whether the property 
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is owned, long or short term leased. It would not be economically beneficial for the grower to 
invest in a build-up, maintenance or build-up and maintenance approach if they will not utilize 
the property long term. Geographic location and current environmental stresses should also be 
considered when choosing a nutrient approach. Based on the surveyed applicants, there appears 
to be a disconnection between agricultural sustainability and soil testing.   
In conclusion, the study was dependent on fertility approach.  Recommendations were 
found to be the most crucial component in soil and plant tissue testing, more so than elemental 
values and ratings. Soil and plant tissue recommendations are based on laboratory specific rating 
systems guided by fertility method. When considering soil and plant tissue testing laboratories, 
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Appendix. Ratings and Recommendations 
 
        Table A.1 Vegetative stage plant elemental rating chart for corn  
        between laboratories. Gray bar indicates no rating for that element. 
LSU- Corn Range Waypoint-Corn Range 
Al   Al 5-300 
B 5.0-25.0 B 5.0-21.0 
Ca 0.25-0.80 Ca 0.20-0.80 
Cu 0.5-25 Cu 5.0-21.0 
Fe 30-250 Fe 30-251 
Mg 0.15-0.60 Mg 0.12-0.50 
Mn 20-150 Mn 15-151 
Mo >1 Mo   
N% 3.0-4.0 N% 2.50-3.50 
P% 0.30-0.50 P% 0.25-0.40 
K% 2.00-3.00 K% 1.60-2.50 
Na   Na 0-0.03 
S% 0.15-0.40 S% 0.12-0.39 
Zn 20-70 Zn 16-51 
         Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
        Table A.2 Vegetative stage plant elemental rating chart for soybean  
                    between laboratories. Gray bar indicates no rating for that element. 
LSU- Soybean Range        Waypoint Soybean Range 
Al   Al 0-250 
B 21-56 B 20-60 
Ca 0.36-2 Ca 0.80-1.50 
Cu 10.0-30.0 Cu 5.0-30.0 
Fe 51-350 Fe 25-300 
Mg 0.26-1.0 Mg 0.25-0.70 
Mn 17-100 Mn 20-100 
Mo 1.0-5.0 Mo   
N% 4.00-5.50 N% 3.25-5.00 
P% 0.31-0.51 P% 0.30-0.60 
K% 1.50-2.50 K% 1.50-2.25 
Na   Na 0.01-0.03 
S% 0.21-0.41 S% 0.25-0.60 
Zn 21-50 Zn 21-80 




Table A.3:Results on soil analyses and ratings for all laboratories, 2016 corn study,        
LSUA 
Elements   LSU STPAL Texas A&M Waypoint Ward 
P (mg kg-1) 35 41 36 27 
K (mg kg-1) 194 198 202 226 
Ca (mg kg-1) 3719 3275 3378 3170 
Mg (mg kg-1) 352 341 364 283 
Na (mg kg-1) 42 8 20 21 
S (mg kg-1) 23 32 31 15 
Cu(mg kg-1) 4.3 1 3.8 1.8 
Zn (mg kg-1) 7.5 2.3 8.3 3.8 
pH  7.5 7.7 7.7 7.6 
     
No Rating Low Optimum High  Very High  
 
Table A.4:Results on soil analyses and ratings for all laboratories, 2016 soybean study, LSUA 
Elements  
(mg kg-1) 
LSU STPAL Texas A&M Waypoint Ward 
P (mg kg-1) 35 43 33 25 
K (mg kg-1) 210 247 213 233 
Ca (mg kg-1) 3791 3810 3429 3006 
Mg (mg kg-1) 531 587 547 470 
Na (mg kg-1) 37 10 17 22 
S (mg kg-1) 14 20 19 9 
Cu(mg kg-1) 3.6 0.9 3.3 1.5 
Zn (mg kg-1) 1.9 0.9 3.5 1.4 
pH  7.6 7.8 7.6 7.9 
     
No Rating Low Optimum High  Very High  
 









 Table A.5: Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, from all laboratories, 2016 corn V1 
growth stage, LSUA.  
Elements  LSU STPAL Texas A&M Ward Waypoint 
Aluminum 428     143 
Boron 5.1 <0.4 5 5.2 
Calcium 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Copper 8.5 8.9 10 12 
Iron 446 372 533 311 
Magnesium % 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Manganese 44 49 40 35 
Molybdenum <1       
Nitrogen % 2.3 2.7 2.7 2.6 
Phosphorus % 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 
Potassium  % 3.2 3.1 3.2 2.9 
Sodium 42 <1   0.02 
S % 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 
Zinc 36 37 39 41 
     
No Rating Very Low Low Optimum High  
 
Table A.6: Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, from all laboratories, 2016 corn   V9 
growth stage, LSUA. 
Elements  LSU STPAL Texas A&M Ward Waypoint 
Aluminum 15     34 
Boron 9 2.9 8.9 8.2 
Calcium 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 
Copper 8.9 11 12 17 
Iron 98 84 149 113 
Magnesium % 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Manganese 34 42 31 38 
Molybdenum <1       
Nitrogen % 2.9 3.5 3.5 3.5 
Phosphorus % 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Potassium  % 1.7 2 2.1 2 
Sodium 54 <12   0.02 
S % 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Zinc 33 36 37 41 
     
No Rating  Low Optimum High  
   Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.7: Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, from all laboratories, 2016 corn         
R1 growth stage, LSUA. 
Elements    LSU STPAL Texas A&M Ward Waypoint 
Aluminum   14     31 
Boron 15 13 16 15 
Calcium 1 0.9 0.9 1.1 
Copper 18 21 22 27 
Iron 57 61 79 53 
Magnesium % 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Manganese 37 41 31 32 
Molybdenum 1.5       
Nitrogen % 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.8 
Phosphorus % 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
Potassium  % 1.3 1.7 1.3 1.3 
Sodium 179 49   0.02 
S % 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 
Zinc 100 102 99 107 
     
No Rating Very Low Low Optimum High  
 
Table A.8: Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, from all laboratories, 2016 corn V1 
growth stage, LSUA 
Elements           
LSU STPAL Texas A&M Ward Waypoint 
Aluminum 5.9 5.9 6 5.6 
Boron 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 
Calcium 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 
Copper 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 
Iron 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.5 
Magnesium % 1 0.9 1 0.9 
Manganese 89     0.02 
Molybdenum 54 66 55 49 
Nitrogen % 62 59 56 65 
Phosphorus % 67 28 57 59 
Potassium % 94 74 96 88 
Sodium 11 12 12 20 
S % 17     39 
     
No Rating Very Low Low Optimum High  
  Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.9: Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, from all laboratories, 2016 corn  V3 
growth stage, LSUA 
Elements           
LSU STPAL Texas A&M Ward Waypoint 
Aluminum 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.0 
Boron 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 
Calcium 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Copper 0.9 1 1.1 0.9 
Iron 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 
Magnesium % 1.8 2 2.2 1.9 
Manganese 5.6     0.02 
Molybdenum 46 51 42 39 
Nitrogen % 50 58 56 60 
Phosphorus % 55 71 58 56 
Potassium % 53 65 62 57 
Sodium 6.8 7.7 8.3 16 
Al 14     33 
     
No Rating Very Low Low Optimum High  

























Table A.10: Results on soil analyses and ratings between LSU STPAL and Waypoint    
Analytical, 2017 corn study, LSUA 
Elements     LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
P (mg kg-1) 7.7 Very High 7.4   
K (mg kg-1) 36 High 36 Optimum 
Ca (mg kg-1) 258 Very High 199 Optimum 
Mg (mg kg-1) 351 Very High 2927 Optimum 
Na (mg kg-1) 346 Very High 349 Very High 
S (mg kg-1) 33 Optimum 13   
Cu(mg kg-1) 20 High 26 Optimum 
Zn (mg kg-1) 3.9 High 3.2 Optimum 




   
 
Table A.11: Results on soil analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and Waypoint Analytical 
2017 soybean study, LSUA 
Elements    LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
P (mg kg-1) 7.6 High 7.6   
K (mg kg-1) 55 High 55 High 
Ca (mg kg-1) 320 Very High 237 High 
Mg (mg kg-1) 33755 Very High 3171 Optimum 
Na (mg kg-1) 468 Very High 477 Very High 
S (mg kg-1) 46 Optimum 32   
Cu(mg kg-1) 28 High 31 Optimum 
Zn (mg kg-1) 3.8 High 3.1 Optimum 
pH  5.9 High 5.2 Optimum 
 







Table A.12 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and Waypoint, 
2017 corn V1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements              
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 89   23 Sufficient 
Boron 8.4 Sufficient 6 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.6 Sufficient 0.7 Sufficient 
Copper 12 Sufficient 19 Sufficient 
Iron 165 Sufficient 78 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.4 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Manganese 68 Sufficient 40 Sufficient 
Molybdenum < 1.0 Low     
Nitrogen % 3.2 Sufficient 2.9 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 0.2 Low 0.1 Low 
Potassium % 1.0 Low 1.0 Low 
Sodium 190   200 Sufficient 
S % 0.2 Sufficient 0.1 Sufficient 






Table A.13 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 corn V1 growth stage, LSUA 
Elements           
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 100.2   25 Sufficient 
Boron 7.3 Sufficient 8 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.6 Sufficient 0.6 Sufficient 
Copper 11 Sufficient 22 Sufficient 
Iron 172 Sufficient 90 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Manganese 63 Sufficient 61 Sufficient 
Molybdenum < 1.0 Low     
Nitrogen % 3.4 Sufficient 3.4 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 0.3 Low 1.9 Sufficient 
Potassium % 1.7 Low 1.9 Sufficient 
Sodium 171   200 Sufficient 
S % 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Zinc 20 Sufficient 22 Sufficient 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.14: 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 corn V9 growth stage, LSUA 
Elements             
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 96   36 Sufficient 
Boron 3.2 Sufficient 4 Low 
Calcium 0.8 Sufficient 0.9 High 
Copper 11 Sufficient 21 Sufficient 
Iron 213 Sufficient 192 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Manganese 67 Sufficient 76 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 1.3 Sufficient     
Nitrogen % 3.2 Sufficient 3.5 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 0.2 Low 0.2 Low 
Potassium % 1.3 Low 1.7 Low 
Sodium 114   0.03 Sufficient 
S % 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 





Table A.15: 2017 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 corn V9 growth stage, LSUA 
Elements         
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 33   6 Sufficient 
Boron 3.6 Sufficient 5 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.6 Sufficient 0.8 High 
Copper 11 Sufficient 20 Sufficient 
Iron 127 Sufficient 123 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.3 Sufficient 0.4 Sufficient 
Manganese 56 Sufficient 59 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 1.2 Sufficient     
Nitrogen % 3.2 Sufficient 3.4 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 0.2 Low 0.2 Sufficient 
Potassium % 1.1 Low 1.4 Low 
Sodium 126   0.03 Sufficient 
S % 0.1 Sufficient 0.1 Sufficient 
Zinc 24 Sufficient 40 Sufficient 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.16 2017 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 corn R1 growth stage, LSUA 
Elements               
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 22   16 Sufficient 
Boron 9.5 Sufficient 15 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.8 High 1.0 Very High 
Copper 16 Sufficient 25 High 
Iron 78 Sufficient 97 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Manganese 59 Sufficient 6 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 1.7 Sufficient     
Nitrogen % 2.3 Sufficient 2.5 Low 
Phosphorus % 0.2 Low 0.2 Low 
Potassium % 1.3 Low 1.5 Low 
Sodium 126   0.03 Sufficient 
S % 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 





Table A.17: 2017 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 corn R1 growth stage, LSUA 
Elements             
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 47   20 Sufficient 
Boron 4.7 Sufficient 10 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.8 High 1.0 Very High 
Copper 14 Sufficient 23 High 
Iron 78 Sufficient 97 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.4 Sufficient 0.5 High 
Manganese 58 Sufficient 62 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 1.0 Sufficient     
Nitrogen % 2.3 Low 2.4 Low 
Phosphorus % 0.1 Low 0.1 Low 
Potassium % 0.9 Low 1.2 Low 
Sodium 190   0.04 High 
S % 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Zinc 24 Sufficient 33 Sufficient 
 




Table A.18: 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 soybean V1 growth stage, LSUA 
Elements              
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 408   411 High 
Boron 26 Sufficient 27 Sufficient 
Calcium 1.1 Sufficient 1.1 Sufficient 
Copper 10 Sufficient 20 Sufficient 
Iron 3679 Very High 770 Very High 
Magnesium % 0.5 Sufficient 0.4 Sufficient 
Manganese 211 High 101 Sufficient 
Molybdenum < 1.0 Low     
Nitrogen % 5.3 Sufficient 5.5 High 
Phosphorus % 0.3 Sufficient 0.4 Sufficient 
Potassium % 1.7 Sufficient 1.9 Sufficient 
Sodium 84   0.02 Sufficient 
S % 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Low 





Table A.19 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 soybean V1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements              
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 1928   361 High 
Boron 24 Sufficient 25 Sufficient 
Calcium 1.1 Sufficient 1.2 Sufficient 
Copper 8.9 Low 18 Sufficient 
Iron 1694 Very High 653 Very High 
Magnesium % 0.4 Sufficient 0.5 Sufficient 
Manganese 112 High 98 Sufficient 
Molybdenum < 1.0 Low     
Nitrogen % 5.3 Sufficient 5.5 High 
Phosphorus % 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Potassium % 1.6 Sufficient 1.9 Sufficient 
Sodium 48   0.02 Sufficient 
S % 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Low 
Zinc 35 Sufficient 34 Sufficient 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.20: 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 soybean V3 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements          
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 2040   500 High 
Boron 29 Sufficient 31 Suffcient 
Calcium 1.2 Sufficient 1.5 Suffcient 
Copper 13 Sufficient 21 Suffcient 
Iron 2197 Very High 931 Very High 
Magnesium % 0.6 Sufficient 0.6 High 
Manganese 185 High 131 Suffcient 
Molybdenum 1.4 Sufficient     
Nitrogen % 5.4 Sufficient 5.6 High 
Phosphorus % 0.3 Sufficient 0.4 Suffcient 
Potassium % 1.7 Sufficient 1.7 Suffcient 
Sodium 28   0.02 Suffcient 
S % 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Low 





Table A.21: 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 soybean V3 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements           
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 1251   398 High 
Boron 35 Sufficient 32 Sufficient 
Calcium 1.4 Sufficient 1.5 Sufficient 
Copper 13 Sufficient 22 Sufficient 
Iron 1267 Very High 741 Very High 
Magnesium % 0.6 Sufficient 0.6 High 
Manganese 146 High 133 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 1.2 Sufficient     
Nitrogen % 5.8 High 5.6 High 
Phosphorus % 0.4 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Potassium % 1.9 Sufficient 1.9 Sufficient 
Sodium 25   0.02 Sufficient 
S % 0.3 Sufficient 0.2 Low 
Zinc 48 Sufficient 68 Sufficient 
 




Table A.22 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 soybean R1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements              
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 22   14 Sufficient 
Boron 45 Sufficient 50 Sufficient 
Calcium 1.1 Sufficient 1.3 Sufficient 
Copper 13 Sufficient 20 Sufficient 
Iron 114 Sufficient 118 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.4 Sufficient 0.4 Sufficient 
Manganese 96 Sufficient 101 High 
Molybdenum <1 Low     
Nitrogen % 6.0 High 6.2 Very High 
Phosphorus % 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Potassium % 1.3 Low 1.4 Low 
Sodium 9.8   0.02 Sufficient 
S % 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 






Table A.23 2017 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2017 soybean R1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements            
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 26   13 Sufficient 
Boron 48 Sufficient 56 Sufficient 
Calcium 1.2 Sufficient 1.4 Sufficient 
Copper 12 Sufficient 20 Sufficient 
Iron 117 Sufficient 132 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.5 Sufficient 0.53 Sufficient 
Manganese 128 High 124 High 
Molybdenum <1 Low     
Nitrogen % 5.9 High 6 Very High 
Phosphorus % 0.3 Sufficient 03 Sufficient 
Potassium % 1.3 Low 1.6 Sufficient 
Sodium 9.3   0.02 Sufficient 
S % 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Zinc 74 High 72 Sufficient 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.24 2018 Field Corn Soil Results and Recommendations between LSUSTPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical 
Elements  LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
P (mg kg-1) 8 High 7.8   
K (mg kg-1) 39 High 44 Optimum 
Ca (mg kg-1) 293 Very High 259 High 
Mg (mg kg-1) 3725 Very High 2821 Optimum 
Na (mg kg-1) 505 Very High 459 Very High 
S (mg kg-1) 15 Optimum 31   
Cu(mg kg-1) 13 Medium 33 Optimum 
Zn (mg kg-1) 10 High 3.5 Optimum 








Table A.25 2018 Soybean Soil Results and Recommendations between LSUSTPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical 
Elements  LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
P (mg kg-1) 8.1 High  7.8   
K (mg kg-1) 43 High  43 Optimum 
Ca (mg kg-1) 321 Very High 253 High 
Mg (mg kg-1) 4290 Very High 2823 Optimum 
Na (mg kg-1) 621 Very High 504 Very High 
S (mg kg-1) 17 Optimum 32   
Cu(mg kg-1) 12.0 Low 19 Medium 
Zn (mg kg-1) 9.7 High  3 Medium 
pH  4.1 High  3.4 Medium 
 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.26 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 corn V1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements          
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 5 High 4.8 High 
Boron 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Copper 2.7 Low 3 Sufficient 
Iron 0.1 Low 0.1 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.6 Sufficient 0.7 Sufficient 
Manganese 38   0.01 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 6 Sufficient 7 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 45 Sufficient 47 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 55 Sufficient 56 Sufficient 
Potassium % 254 High 190 Sufficient 
Sodium 25 High 11 Sufficient 






Table A.27 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 corn V1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements         
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 5.1 High 5 High 
Boron 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.4 Sufficient 0.4 Sufficient 
Copper 2.5 Sufficient 2.7 Sufficient 
Iron 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.7 Sufficient 0.6 Sufficient 
Manganese 29   0.01 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 5.9 Sufficient 6 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 43 Sufficient 42 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 60 Sufficient 54 Sufficient 
Potassium % 261 High 200 Sufficient 
Sodium 26 High 11 Sufficient 
S % 176   63 Sufficient 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.28 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 corn V9 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements            
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 2.9 Sufficient 3.2 Sufficient 
Boron 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Copper 1.4 Low 1.3 Low 
Iron 0.4 High 0.5 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.5 High 0.5 Sufficient 
Manganese 34   0.02 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 12 Sufficient 11 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 102 Very High 119 Very High 
Phosphorus % 56 Sufficient 56 Sufficient 
Potassium % 97 Sufficient 97 Sufficient 
Sodium 11 Sufficient 12 Sufficient 







Table A.29 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 corn V9 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements            
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 2.9 Sufficient 3.6 Sufficient 
Boron 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Low 
Copper 1.2 Low 1.4 Low 
Iron 0.4 High 0.4 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.5 High 0.5 Sufficient 
Manganese 108   0.02 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 10 Sufficient 11 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 114 Very High 82 High 
Phosphorus % 51 Sufficient 61 Sufficient 
Potassium % 102 Sufficient 97 Sufficient 
Sodium 10 Sufficient 13 Sufficient 
S % 22   8 Sufficient 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.30 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 corn R1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements            
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 2.6 Low 2.5 Sufficient 
Boron 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.1 Low 0.2 Low 
Copper 1.0 Low 1.2 Low 
Iron 0.6 Sufficient 0.6 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 0.6 Sufficient 0.8 Sufficient 
Manganese 92   20 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 15 Sufficient 20 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 32 Sufficient 37 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 52 Sufficient 69 Sufficient 
Potassium % 77 Sufficient 88 Sufficient 
Sodium 12 Sufficient 13 Sufficient 





Table A.31 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 corn R1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements            
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 2.3 Low 2.4 Low 
Boron 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.1 Low 0.2 Low 
Copper 0.9 Low 1.1 Low 
Iron 0.8 High 0.8 High 
Magnesium % 0.8 Sufficient 0.9 High 
Manganese 132   0.03 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 15 Sufficient 20 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 54 Sufficient 63 High 
Phosphorus % 49 Sufficient 63 Sufficient 
Potassium % 75 Sufficient 84 Sufficient 
Sodium 12 Sufficient 14 Sufficient 
S % 8.2   18 Sufficient 
 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.32 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 soybean V1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements           
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 5.3 Sufficient 5.4 Sufficient 
Boron 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Copper 1.0 Low 1.3 Low 
Iron 0.9 Sufficient 0.9 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 1 Sufficient 1.3 Sufficient 
Manganese 26   0.01 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 39 Sufficient 47 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 37 Sufficient 47 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 142 High 191 High 
Potassium % 1591 Very High 1801 Very High 
Sodium 11 Sufficient 15 Sufficient 






Table A.33 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and Waypoint 
Analytical, 2018 soybean V1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements             
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 5.2 Sufficient 5.2 Sufficient 
Boron 0.2 Sufficient 0.2 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Copper 1.1 Low 1.4 Low 
Iron 0.9 Sufficient 0.9 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 1.1 Sufficient 1.4 Sufficient 
Manganese 23   0.01 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 40 Sufficient 46 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 40 Sufficient 55 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 122 High 166 High 
Potassium % 1179 Very High 1743 Very High 
Sodium 12 Sufficient 14 Sufficient 
S % 1213   936 Very High 
 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.34 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 soybean V3 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements           
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 6.1 High 5.8 High 
Boron 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.3 Sufficient 0.4 Sufficient 
Copper 1.3 Low 1.3 Low 
Iron 0.8 Sufficient 0.8 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 1.2 Sufficient 1.4 Sufficient 
Manganese 51   0.02 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 52 Sufficient 61 High 
Nitrogen % 46 Sufficient 53 High 
Phosphorus % 91 Sufficient 110 High 
Potassium % 109 Sufficient 128 Sufficient 
Sodium 12 Sufficient 14 Sufficient 







Table A.35 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 soybean V3 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements          
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 5.7 High 5.6 High 
Boron 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Copper 1.2 Low 1.2 Deficient 
Iron 0.9 Sufficient 0.9 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 1.4 Sufficient 1.5 Sufficient 
Manganese 36   0.01 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 52 Sufficient 63 High 
Nitrogen % 43 Sufficient 48 Sufficient 
Phosphorus % 105 High 123 High 
Potassium % 166 Sufficient 167 Sufficient 
Sodium 12 Sufficient 13 Sufficient 
S % 79   56 Sufficient 
 
 
Note: Unit for concentration is mg kg -1 unless indicated. 
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Table A.36 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 soybean R1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements            
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 6 High 6.3 High 
Boron 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Copper 1.2 Low 1.4 Low 
Iron 0.6 Sufficient 0.7 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 1.3 Sufficient 1.4 Sufficient 
Manganese 5   0.03 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 46 Sufficient 53 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 50 Sufficient 62 High 
Phosphorus % 8 Sufficient 106 High 
Potassium % 134 Sufficient 142 Sufficient 
Sodium 13 Sufficient 16 Sufficient 





Table A.37 2018 Results on plant tissue analyses and ratings, between LSU STPAL and 
Waypoint Analytical, 2018 soybean R1 growth stage, LSUA  
Elements             
LSU STPAL Rating WAYPOINT Rating 
Aluminum 5.9 High 5 High 
Boron 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Calcium 0.3 Sufficient 0.3 Sufficient 
Copper 0.3 Low 1.5 Low 
Iron 0.6 Sufficient 0.6 Sufficient 
Magnesium % 1.2 Sufficient 1.3 Sufficient 
Manganese 3.2   0.02 Sufficient 
Molybdenum 50 Sufficient 55 Sufficient 
Nitrogen % 52 High 60 High 
Phosphorus % 90 Sufficient 101 High 
Potassium % 127 Sufficient 130 Sufficient 
Sodium 14 Sufficient 15 Sufficient 
S % 29   25 Sufficient 
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